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Abstract 

 Rape is one of the most abhorrent crimes, following murder. Yet, this crime is one of the 

most challenging crimes to prosecute. Lack of physical evidence, lack of universal definitions, 

and lack of psychological knowledge all impact the way this crime is approached. Attempts to 

solve rape prosecution rates is through education, having expert witnesses, and having law 

enforcement handle rapes and sexual assaults instead of college campuses. Universal definitions 

of sex crimes will lead to less confusion, and taking away the statute of limitation will show 

victims that what happened to them matters. In addiction, educating the criminal justice system 

on rape psychology and trauma will benefit them so they can understand a victim's behavior after 

being raped. Finally, having expert witnesses either testify or help the prosecutor along the way, 

will increase the chance at the victim having justice. 
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Introduction 

 One of the most challenging prosecutions, both criminally and psychologically, in today’s 

courts is the charge of rape. The very definition of the crime varies from state to state. The issue 

is further compounded by the evidence and a prosecutors confidence that is sufficient to sway a 

jury. Ironically, when fight or flight instincts kick in, no one talks about the freeze instinct, thus 

leaving no physical evidence behind. There’s even disagreement over whether women should 

fight or acquiesce to ward off even greater harm. If a trial comes out of a reported rape the 

question of “who really is on trial” often arises. Victims can become objects of intense scrutiny, 

having their character, motivation, and sometimes their sexual history questioned. Too often it’s 

the vicim’s character that is put on trial. Stratagems to both prevent and prosecute the crime of 

rape are not clear-cut. Possible solutions would encompass having education on rape and consent 

at a younger age, addressing the definition of rape, making it universal across the country, and 

having psychologists as expert witnesses explaining why a victim might freeze over fighting 

when questioned on the stand. Rape ranks as one of the most challenging crimes to prosecute in 

today’s courts: the absence of a unilateral definition of the crime, the too frequent lack of 

compelling physical evidence to prosecute, and the likely attack on the character and integrity of 

the victim, all contribute to the difficulty of bringing rape to trial. 

Part 1 

 Legally speaking, when someone is raped, how do they know they have been raped? 

Living in New York versus Connecticut two people could be rape victims yet the legal definition 

is different in each state. Connecticut, for example, does not use the word “rape” in their 

definition of a sexual crime. In Connecticut law, rape is subsumed in the more general term 
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“sexual assault” (Attorney S.N., 2005). Using the terms “rape” and “sexual assault” 

interchangeably can be confusing to a victim as well as a jury because unlike Connecticut, sexual 

assault does not involve penetration, and therefore does not rise to the definition of rape. Many 

of the definitions are antiquated, based on gender stereotypes of men being the aggressors and 

the women being the victims. In Georgia, a man cannot be raped because their definition is 

gender specific. Some definitions are so outdated that even non consensual sex in a marriage is 

not considered legal rape. This definition can be traced all the way back to a time when women 

were treated as property (Deisen & Diesen, 2010). 

 Definitions are important. Someone who has been raped might not come forward because 

they might feel that what happened to them does not meet the criteria, or they might think 

themselves only victims of sexual assault- which has a connotation of being a lesser crime than 

rape. Definitions also challenge the prosecution. If what happened to a person does not meet the 

legal definition then the case cannot be prosecuted. Another problem is that the legal definition 

of rape is evolving, more and more states consider the issue of consent as important as the 

presence of violence in this crime. 

 “Rape has been commonly viewed as a crime involving assault with a sexual dimension,  

 in which the violent force is the punishable component . . . modern rape laws are based  

 on non-consent . . . indicating that the crime is viewed as an offense against personal  

 integrity” (Deisen & Diesen, 2010, pp. 331-332).  

The rape laws that limit the definition of rape to the presence of threat or force implies that in the 

absence of physical evidence of such violence no crime has been committed. Most rapes are 

assumed to be violent, and when they are not, the lack of physical evidence poses serious 
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problems. Where there is a lack of physical evidence there is a lack of confidence in the victim 

reporting the crime. 

 Lack of physical evidence is one of the reasons rape cases can be so difficult to prosecute. 

Most rape victims are raped by someone they know, which increases the shock in the victim, and 

could lead to the victim having a “freeze” response. Most people, when talking about traumatic 

events, mention the “fight or flight” instinct but often forget the third response of “freeze.” This 

is where psychology comes into play to explain why there are many rapes that are not violent. 

Neuroscience is the best way to explain what happens when a person is attacked. Essentially the 

pre-frontal cortex is incapacitated and the person is relying on survival instincts and habits. 

James W. Hopper, PhD., wrote an article for the Washington Post explaining the neuroscience 

behind trauma explaining that, “Freezing occurs when the amygdala – a crucial structure in the 

brain’s fear circuitry – detects an attack and signals the brainstem to inhibit movement. It 

happens in a flash, automatically and beyond conscious control.” During this instinctual reaction, 

the pre-frontal cortex is overloaded with stress hormones, inhibiting rational thinking. This 

author makes a great point when mentioning that humans evolved as prey. Humans were not 

always the most dominant species, and so, humans have prey like instincts to survive an attack 

from a predator. When someone gets raped the three survival instincts kick in- fight, flight, or 

freeze- and that is how one rape might have left no marks and another rape could leave the 

victim covered in bruises. Police often believe a woman who reports the rape immediately and 

has physical evidence, leading to a stronger case for the prosecutor, making them more inclined 

to take the case. But women often wait to report rapes due to the trauma, causing emotions of 

deep humiliation, shame, and self-hatred. Often after such a psychologically detrimental attack 
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the women may not feel strong enough, psychologically, to report the rape, or might fear not 

being believed by the police. 

 Police play a huge role in rape cases. Prosecutors may not take cases they believe to be 

too challenging to prosecute, but the police are the ones who determine whether the claim is 

unfounded, which means, “A complaint is considered founded when it meets state or federal 

crime standards; therefore, unfounded claims are claims that are not considered true 

crimes” (Mennicke, Anderson, Oehme, & Kennedy, 2014, pp. 814- 815). Society has many 

stereotypes about rapes and rape victims, so it is extremely important to make sure officers 

themselves are not prejudiced by these stereotypes. Unfortunately many do, which often poses a 

challenge. A study done in Florida with 148 officers on attitudes towards victims and rape 

resulted in, 

 “Most officers (79.7%) only provided a partial definition of rape, leaving out at least one  

 of the four key components. In addition, most officers (80.9%) reported that the rate of  

 false rape claims was much higher than current best estimates (2%–8%; Lonsway et al.,  

 2009). These two findings taken together suggest that law enforcement officers still hold  

 stereotypic and harmful attitudes” (Mennicke, Anderson, Oehme, & Kennedy, 2014, pp.  

 824).  

The fact that officers leave out parts of rape definitions and believe that false rape reports are 

higher than they actually are indicates a problem for victims. If police officers are biased or 

harbor stereotypical beliefs, their ability to impartially handle rape cases would be seriously 

impaired. The proper evaluation of this crime and sensitivity to it’s victims if often neglected in 

police training. In the absence of proper training, even with the best intent, police can make the 
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victim feel guilty for the very crime that has been perpetrated against them. “Cops learn to 

interview victims based on interrogation practices, which emphasize establishing a timeline and 

key facts” (Ruiz, 2013). A victims sense of shame and fear of not being believed often leads to 

their silence, consequently rape is believed to be the highest unreported of serious crimes. 

 The obstacles for victims who are determined enough to go forward with their claim, do 

not end with the start of prosecution. There can even be resistance and second guessing on the 

prosecutors side. “Some studies suggest that prosecutors attempt to predict how the background, 

behavior, and motivation of the suspect and victim will be interpreted and evaluated by other 

decision makers, and especially by potential jurors” (Beichner, & Spohn, 2012, pp. 4). Not only 

do prosecutors look at the legal facts of the case -seriousness of the crime, amount of physical 

evidence, responsibility of the defendant- they look at the victim and make sure the victim has a 

“good image,” and if all the boxes are checked off that gives them confidence in prosecuting the 

case, and they so do. 

 “CJS personnel often prosecute cases in which they believe the victim will make a  

 credible witness. Therefore, a case might not be prosecuted if officials do not think that  

 the victim will make a credible witness even if they believe that a rape    

 occurred” (Patterson, 2011, pp. 1350).  

Regrettably, prosecutors, like some policemen, have bias that interfere with their duties. Our 

society has this image of rape being a stranger jumping out from a hidden place and attacking a 

victim with a weapon, and if a rape case that comes to the law enforcement or prosecutor does 

not line up with that “real rape” case scenario there is often hesitancy, “Because simple rape 
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cases are not considered real rapes, such victim characteristics would play a more important role 

in determining the outcome of these cases” (Beichner, & Spohn, 2012, pp. 6). Sexual Assault 

Nurse Examiners play a role in the justice system as well, and the nurses often witness the 

treatment of victims from law enforcement, and they 

 “described police, medical systems, and legal system as wielding power to revictimize  

 rape victims. In fact, SANEs felt that rape victims were particularly traumatized when  

 members of such systems engaged in victim- blaming behavior or questioning, did not  

 believe them, pressured them to recount the events multiple times to multiple people,  

 failed to give them adequate information, or refused them help or treatment” (Maier,  

 2012, pp. 297).  

The nurses who care for the victims even witness the harsh behavior that can come from the 

criminal justice system.  

Part 2 

 Solutions to both the real and legal aspects of rape are far from simple. The issues are 

complex and the discussion of both the mitigation of the act and the uniform prosecution of the 

crime will touch upon many realms from the legal to the psychological.  

 Definitions of rape, as mentioned, are not universal. Each state has their own definition 

and statute of limitation. Indeed, it is a legal curiosity that a statute of limitation even exists for 

this crime, possibly the most heinous after murder, when the prosecution of murder has no such 

limitation (Giacalone, 2013). 
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 “The crime of rape is not considered the most heinous crime (number 2) . . . but some,  

 including myself would disagree. When someone is murdered, the pain and suffering  

 lives on with the family and not the victim. Often rape is a crime that leaves the victim  

 violated, their life and relationships in ruin and sometimes emotionally distraught.  

 Sometimes the victim takes her own life because of it” (Giacalone, 2013, pp. 189).  

Seeing that rape is such a monstrous crime, the definition and statute of limitations need to be 

changed. Bill Fitzpatrick, New York District Attorney of Onondaga County says,  

 “‘In terms of atrocity, in terms of the breaking of the social contract by the defendant, in  

 terms of the impact on the victim, does it really matter to her at the end of the day if it  

 was a penis or some kind of foreign object? . . . In my judgment, no’” (Cowan, 2016).  

By having a universal definition of rape, sexual assault, and all other sex crimes, people can 

avoid the confusion, and victims can be more confident coming forward, knowing that the 

definition does not discriminate against gender, object used, or what body part was penetrated. 

Adding to those standards, rapes, whether there was a weapon or not, should be treated equally 

by the law. Just because one rape did not involve a weapon does not take away from the fact that 

the rape was a horrifyingly traumatic experience for the victim. Along with a definition change, 

the statute of limitations should be abolished. Having a statute of limitations on a crime that 

violates the very soul of a human being only adds to the degradation. 

 Changes should not only be made in the law, but also in the preventative care. Instead of 

focusing all the efforts on events after the crime has occurred, efforts should be put forth to 

educate populace as a whole with added emphasis on the youth. When teenagers are taught sex 

education in school, they should also be taught about consent and body language. Not all victims 
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scream, struggle, or say no. Some victims freeze, dissociate. That should be part of the sex 

education taught. The younger generations should learn not only about STD’s and safe sex, that 

only skims the basics of having a healthy sex life. A healthy sex life requires two consenting 

people that are of legal age. Teaching teenagers in sex education about the psychology of rape 

and consent would be beneficial in preventing this crime from taking place.  

 “Enthusiastic consent essentially means that both people want to have sex with one  

 another…If a person is unconscious, unresponsive, or not providing any sign of a ‘yes,’  

 then it definitely means no. No one is entitled to sex, Stamoulis states, and ‘even during  

 sexual activity, you should check in with a partner if you feel that their interest has  

 waned’” (Bushak,2017).  

When talking about rape, another problem, considered taboo, must be addressed as well, and that 

is porn and its pervasive presence in our culture. These days men and women are exposed to 

hyper-sexual images from a very young age. The effects of these images is just beginning to be 

appreciated, especially on the young and the manner in which it impacts their development. 

Many believe these ubiquitous images have desensitized us to rape. 

 “regular exposure to pornography increased risk of sexual deviancy (including lower age  

 of first intercourse and excessive masturbation), increased belief in the ‘rape myth’ (that  

 women cause rape and rapists are normal), and was associated with negative attitudes  

 regarding intimate relationships (e.g., rejecting the need for courtship and viewing  

 persons as sexual objects)” (Anonymous, 2010).  

Most people are uncomfortable talking about porn and prefer to dismiss it as harmless but, 
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 “this study showed the strong link between men’s viewing pornography and behavioral  

 intent to commit sexual assault. Furthermore, when men view sadomasochistic and rape  

 pornography, their danger to females increases concurrently. Using these two types of  

 pornography makes men significantly more likely to report intent to rape, stronger beliefs 

 in rape myths, a decreased willingness to intervene in a potential sexual assault, and a  

 lower sense of efficacy about intervening in a potential sexual assault situation” (Foubert, 

 Brosi, & Bannon, 2011, pp. 227).  

Along with adding in consent education, education about porn and the harmful effects should be 

another addition to sex education in high school. If the younger generation has a well-rounded 

sex education, that goes into all the complexities of human sexuality, there will be more 

informed people that will hopefully be respectful of those around them. 

 Educating the criminal justice system is needed as well as educating the youth. As 

mentioned earlier, cops and lawyers might not be well versed in psychological knowledge, and 

thus treat victims skeptically or not give victims the chance to get justice, letting a criminal go. 

All police should be trained at the basic level in how to respond to a rape victim because 

detectives might not be a responding officer to the crime, and if a responding officer does not 

know how to create a safe environment to get the information needed, then that can affect the 

entirety of the case. Detectives should have more in-depth training, and there ideally should be a 

special victims unit in police departments, where those detectives are highly trained in rape 

psychology. 

 “[A] victim will attempt to avoid reminders of the rape or the offender for a long period  

 of time following the rape. Therefore, a detective who questions a victim in a forceful,  
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 blaming manner is likely to resemble the offender, creating an uncomfortable and   

 intimidating interview environment” (Patterson, 2011, pp. 1367-1368).  

If someone is to help a rape victim, they must understand the psychology of rape for victims and 

perpetrators. Victims lose credibility because they report late, yet most victims have signs of Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and thus, they avoid any reminder of the traumatic 

experience, leading them to report late. The detectives that handle rape cases must have 

education in psychology, rape, and trauma, whether it is a class that they sign up for before they 

become a cop, or whether a psychologist comes into the department to teach the cops over the 

course of a couple weeks to months depending on how extensive the material is. 

 Along with educating the police, lawyers should have at least the very basic 

psychological knowledge of rapes, and how rape can impact a victim, so they know why a victim 

they originally might think would not be credible would actually be credible if presented in a 

psychological perspective. This is where the use of psychological expert witnesses come into 

play. In rape cases, there should always be a psychological expert witness to testify to explain the 

neuroscience behind trauma and the extent to which rape myths are rampant and should be 

excluded from people’s minds because it is not legally nor logically relevant to why a person 

might rape. Expert witnesses in rape cases are not limited to just testifying, they can even help 

the prosecutor evaluate the case and come up with strategies, help with voire dire questions, 

aiding in jury selection, and helping to prepare the victim if they are going to take the stand 

(Lonsway, 2005). It is important for people -police, lawyers, civilians, victims, and jurors- to 

understand the neuroscience behind trauma so that rape myths can be challenged head on in the 

courtroom. Mentioned earlier, the three survival instincts were described - fight, flight or freeze. 
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People know of animals that play dead, like opossums. They go into a state called tonic 

immobility, and humans go into that state as well, usually during rapes and sexual assaults. 

 “One such response is tonic immobility . . . the body is literally paralyzed by fear – unable 

 to move, speak, or cry out. The body goes rigid. Hands may go numb . . . Some people  

 describe feeling ‘like a rag doll’ as the perpetrator did whatever he wanted . . . Sadly,  

 many investigators and prosecutors still do not know some or all of these brain-based  

 responses.” (Hopper, 2015).   

Expert witnesses should be assigned to rape cases, and be included as part of the criminal justice 

“team” that is involved in rape cases, that way the victim can have hard science on their side as 

evidence. 

 The criminal justice system is in place for a reason, so why is it that college campuses 

have started taking on the responsibility of the police when it comes to rapes and sexual assaults? 

The idea may have started out positive, but in reality, the schools are more about protecting their 

image (and star athletes) than protecting the victim (The Hunting Ground, 2017). “So now 

colleges are conducting trials, often presided over by professors and administrators who know 

little about law or criminal investigations . . . The process is inherently unreliable and error-

prone” (Rubenfeld, 2014). Having schools have rape trials has many problems being, the 

“judges” are biased because they work for the school and protect the school first, they do not 

have the legal knowledge that is necessary to conduct a fair trial, and because of those factors 

rapists walk among the campus raping other girls as they please.   

 “Rape on campus is substantially enabled by the fact that rapists almost always get away  

 with their crimes. College punishments — sensitivity training, a one-semester suspension 
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 — are slaps on the wrist. Even expulsion is radically deficient. It leaves serial rapists free  

 to rape elsewhere, while their crimes are kept private under confidentiality rules. If  

 college rape trials become a substitute for criminal prosecution, they will paradoxically  

 help rapists avoid the punishment they deserve and require in order for rape to be   

 deterred” (Rudenfeld, 2014).  

With campuses handling rape cases, it leaves rapists at large to rape again, and it essentially 

protects rapists, which means having cases go to the proper authorities would be the best for the 

safety of the campus.  

Conclusion 

 Rape is one of the most complex crimes to prosecute because of the psychological nature 

involved. There are no easy solutions to the problem, but if steps are taken to change the culture, 

definitions, education, then maybe one-day rapes will go down. Having universal definitions for 

the different sex crimes with no statute of limitations would make reporting the crimes less 

confusing, and victims might feel more confident that what happened to them is a crime. If 

teenagers have a well-rounded sex education, that is one preventative measure that can be taken 

against rapes to hopefully reduce the crime. Cops and lawyers having education in the 

psychology of rape and the traumatic reactions will have a huge impact on how they treat victims 

and more importantly, see victims. Having the police handle rape cases instead of college 

campuses would be more beneficial because cops are supposed to be impartial, whereas the 

school might have their best interest at heart instead of the victims. Finally, having an expert 

witness in rapes and trauma alongside them would be beneficial so we have all perspectives 
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involved - investigative, legal, and psychological- would help improve the problem with rapes 

being one of the most challenging crimes to prosecute. 
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